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The current Chinese society is in transition. All kinds of reformation is 
comprehensively promoting. Economic, social, cultural are interrelated, 
interdependent, and interacting with each other. Therefore, it is a big challenge for 
government to make scientific, forward-looking, and systematic decisions. Third 
Plenary Session of the party's eighteen has distinctly stated to strengthen new think 
tank with Chinese characteristics and build a sound decision-making consultation 
system. The new think tank landing system construction is carrying out this opinion. 
Building a good place for new think tank system helps promoting governance 
modernization and scientific and democratic decision-making to serve better the local 
economic and social development. But there is a big gap between all existing think 
tanks from the new ones. Since there did not yet form a system, and there also exist 
positioning unknown, rigid organization, management and other issues in the current 
official, semi-official and civil think tanks. To solve these problems, this paper 
presents the analysis based on the situation in Xiamen, including how to position and 
understand the new local new think tank, pointing out the problems in the 
organizations of local new think tank system, and discussing the drawbacks in talent 
management and study methodologies of current think tank systems. Finally, based on 
the analysis of the actual cases in Xiamen, we propose some suggestions in the 
construction of new local think tank systems, such as strengthening top-level design 
of new think tank architecture, establishing decision-making advisory committee to 
co-ordinate construction of all kinds of think tanks, and building sharing and 
cooperating mechanisms that are leaded by research projects. Besides, we also suggest 
to constantly improving the internal management of all kinds of think tanks and the 
use of modern management tools to refine the management of projects and budgets. 
In addition, it is also important to thoroughly strengthen the management of 
talents and improve the research methods. 
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